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Abstract 

By presenting the problem of high bill electricity at home, and how we install sensors 

that helps us to know the usage of the electricity at home. We compare some related work 

that have some problem statement and goals. This paper gives an overview of the hardware 

that we use to make our project implementation. 
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1. Introduction 

 1.1 Project Definition 

SSEM (Smart Sensory Energy Metering) is an electronic device that records consumption 

of electric energy and allows customers to program how and when their home uses energy. 

1.2 Project Objectives 

1. Reduce electricity bill costs. 

2. Inform the user about usage in real-time. 

3. Better manage of energy use at home. 

4. Limit of energy usage. 

5. To see the consumption of each room at home. 

6. To see which of the rooms consumed a lot of electricity. 

7. To efficiently identify power consumption loads and hence save money. 

 

1.3 Project Specifications 

1. Graphical presentation of real time usage on app. 

2. Connectivity Protocol : Remotely management using Wi-fi connection or wired cable 

using Ethernet. 

3. Power Source: DC 5 V  

4. Real-time cost tracking 

5. Current sensor maximum: 100 A 
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1.4 Product Architecture and Components 

Figure 1: Product architecture and components. 

 

1.5 Applications 

Now a day in home areas, most considerable topic is energy saving and generation of 

power. The usage of electrical devices is increasing day by day so the smart energy 

management can help us to know the energy consumption and related costs. The system can 

be used to monitor, measure and alert home users. The metering and monitoring functions, 

which allow home users to take decisions regarding energy activities across their sites. It 

includes planning and energy related consumption units. One of the main purposes of this 

project is to reduce energy consumption. To achieve this goal, smart controls must be 

implemented in a home. Moreover, useless power consumption occurs during peak times so 

through this project we are overcoming this problem. This project can contribute to major 

reductions of energy use in general. 

The scope of the project is divided into two sections: electrical power management 

and financial income management for the user and all the two related fields. Electrical power 

management energy efficiency is the ratio or relationship between energy inputs and the 

results of these inputs in the form of performance, service, goods or energy.  
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This means home owners and companies try to mitigate the risk of energy price 

fluctuations, which enables the user to control the reduction in the amount of electricity 

consumption by knowing the amount of electricity consumption allocated to part of the 

penalty of the house or company. This can control the financial management income, reduce 

the cost of electricity, and save money in the user's account. 

We propose to build a system addressing the problem with a personal utility 

application that will help to know about the electricity usage in specific site (room at home). 

The proposed system will display related information in a graphically and reported format for 

the user with details showing the high usage in granularities. The system will also provide the 

suitable suggestion regarding peak and off-peak timings for electricity usage reduction. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Project background 

Electricity has been a fundamental and very important phenomenon of our life for a 

long time. It has become as significant as water and food in one’s life. We find machines and 

devices that are connected to the electricity at homes, work places, malls, hospitals and etc. 

The usage of this commodity is increasing each day as new innovation comes up. Our daily 

use of electricity each day is increasing and that results in cost increase. 

Electricity consumption has been a big issue over the past few years and every year it 

become dearer and expansive for consumers. The world has been exploring new ways to 

reduce the electricity cost by developing, designing and creating new systems that can run not 

only generate but also optimize and harvest electricity such as solar power, wind energy and 

cell fusion. With all these solutions and options, the world need better ways and for 

monitoring and measuring to reduce the related expenses and ease use to reduce, control and 

manage while you plan it. 

Today, our use of electricity increases so it has become expensive. New methods have 

been discovered to reduce the cost of electricity by setting up systems to run electricity or use 

solar power. 

Smart meters and home energy management systems allow customers to program 

how and when their home uses energy. Such programs might charge you the actual cost of 

power at any one time, ranging from high prices during times of peak demand to low prices 

during off-peak hours. If you are able to shift your power usage to off-peak times such as 

running your dishwasher or ironing your clothes late in the evening, these management 

techniques can save you money while helping your utility efficiently. We adopt the latest IoT 

(Internet of Things) by connecting metering devices to the powerful cloud computing 

technology and provide data-driven recommendations on the changes of energy usages 

behaviors. Acting as the safeguard of our customers' utility and facility assets, our goal is to 

bring visibility to all energy consumptions by offering our clients an analytic breakdown of 

their energy activities. By this way, we can fully optimize the operational efficiency of your 

electrical facilities and to manage the power consumption of different types of business at 

only a slight cost with a guaranteed lifetime ROI (Return on Investment) result. 
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2.2 Previous Work 

 

Previous Projects (1), 2018 

 

 Sense Home Energy 

 Sense Home Energy will automatically identify devices in your home over time, and 

let you name them. Using the mobile app, you can get immediate notifications and updates on 

every appliance in your home, see what appliances might have been left on or running, and 

track your month-over-month energy statistics.  

 Eyedro 

 See your electricity usage and costs in real-time from any web browser Easy non-

invasive installation high resolution data. Captures appliance start-up spikes free monitoring 

via MyEyedro.com MyEyedro features: Responsive real-time graphs Maintains full 24/7 

usage history hourly, daily, weekly and monthly consumption and costs supported fixed, 

tiered, and time-of-use rate structures estimates what your current electrical bill costs. 

 Smappee 

 Smappee provides an energy monitor that will identify the unique electric 

signal of your appliances and allow you to name them for future monitoring. With 

real-time data, appliance recognition and mobile app integration, understanding your 

home energy consumption and savings through Smappee’s system is straightforward, 

and can save you money on your electric bill.  
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2.3 Comparative Study 

 

Figure 2: Comparative study. 
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3. System Design 

3.1 Design Constraints 

 

3.1.1 Design Constraints: Engineering Standards 

The project is motivated by a sense and moral to the consumer so that the main objective of 

the project is to maintain the level of living income of the consumers. Also, the motivations 

include that the consumer is able to economize on the use of electric power, so that he/she is 

able to balance the use of electricity. It leads to the development of an energy management 

for residential buildings. 

3.1.2 Design Constraints: Economic 

Given the growing energy demand and declining energy supply, this project will help 

increase the use of energy efficiently and decrease household’s energy usage with automatic 

energy saving measures within the household. The system will be able to monitor and 

measure energy using of different home appliances in a house. The problem tackled in this 

project is the monitoring and home energy with an analysis of the possibility of the user 

informed through a system under test. That is, when a home owner finds a particular area that 

has a higher usage of electricity and how much it may cost. The problem we would like to 

address is to find out that the part of home that has higher electricity usage and the ability to 

obtain this information and control over the expendable cost. 
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3.1.3 Design Constraints: social 

Now days in home areas, most considerable topic is energy saving and generation of 

power. The usage of electrical devices is increasing day by day so the smart energy 

management can help us to know the energy consumption and related costs. 

 

3.2 Design Methodology 

 
 

Figure 3 design methodology 
 

 

Electrical panel includes several circuit switch. Each switch controls of some parts of 

the home that uses electric current. We will connect each switch with a sensor and will 

allow us to read the current that moves through which in that wire comes out from the 

switch to a room. The AC current sensor will be installed inside the electric panel and 

connected to the sensor with the wire. The sensor will be connected to the adapter shield 

by wire. Each AC current sensor has its own channel provided by AC current sensor 
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adapter. The AC current sensor adapter shield will be connecting to the sensor controller 

by small pins “male pins “coming from the adapter shield which is connected to the 

female pins on the sensor controller node. The sensor controller node will be programmed 

to convert the analog value that come from sensor to digital, the sensor controller will be 

connect to the Ethernet shield by long wire or it can be connected by the small pins that 

are on the adapter shield. The Ethernet shield will be connected to the sensor node. At 

same time, the Ethernet will be connected to the laptop or PC that works as a home 

server. The home server and client the server are web server that include the web control, 

receiving the data that are collect it to the webserver database, the database can be design 

by MySQL and connect it to the webserver, the databases will have many things such as 

cost of the electric usage, time of electric usage, number of room, the value of the current. 

The user device “Client “is a web page will be made by the HTML and JQuree. The client 

will be able to choose many option from the webpage such as select the limit of cost and 

time and for each room that is connected to the system, there will be an application for the 

user using just to showing the electric usage on live time, and receiving the message when 

there is high electric usage. 
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3.3 Product Subsystems and Components 

 

3.3.1 Product Subsystem1 

AC current sensor 

 

Figure 4: Non-invasive current transformer sensor 

 

A. general information: 

 This non-invasive current sensor (also known as a “split core current transformer”) 

can be clamped around the supply line of an electrical load to tell you how much current is 

passing through it. It does this by acting as an inductor and responding to the magnetic field 

around a current-carrying conductor. By reading the amount of current being produced by the 

coil, you can calculate how much current is passing through the conductor.  

 This particular current sensor will measure a load up to 30 A which makes it great for 

building your own energy monitor to keep your power usage down, or even building an over-

current protection device for an AC load. This sensor does not have a load resistor built in, so 

in most cases it will be necessary to place a resistor across the output to convert the coil’s 

induced current to a very small measurable voltage. 
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B. Detailed information about the AC current sensor: 

 Core Material: Ferrit External Material: Plastic Input Current:0A-100 A Output 

Current:0-50mAOpening Size:13 x 13 mm Output Plug: 3.5 mm Dielectric Strength: 6000 V 

AC/1minWorking Temperature: -25-70 °C Cable Length:1.0 m Anti-flaming rate: UL94-

V0Mechanical strength:>500(20°C) 

 

C. The function of the AC current sensor in the project: 

 The main voltage sensor function is to read the amount of electric current coming 

from the electric cabin of the house to the sections of the house, so that an electric current 

sensor will be placed after each electric appliance inside the cabin and each electric current 

sensor will represent a section of the house.  

 

D.AC current sensor programming method: 

 To program the sensitive voltage through the program of the Arduino, we will put 

special codes working on the power supply and switching from A to V and flute to A and also 

from flute to W there will be several values related to the reading of the electric Altera and 

each value of the values of sports special. It is used to extract the correct values from the 

sensor and we will add them during the voltage sensor programming. 
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AC current sensor adapter 

A. General Information: 

 Arduino UNO MEGA Duemilanove Sensor Shield V4 Digital Analog Module Ser 

F6O2 the Arduino MEGA has many more I/O pins (54 Digital pins and 16 Analog pins) than 

a standard Arduino [4]. This shield also has connectors specifically for some external devices 

like an SD Card, Radio communications (Bluetooth and others). It also has an option to 

power the "V" pins on all the Digital I/O 3-pin groups from an external power supply instead 

of the Arduino +5V. This is good for large numbers of servos etc. The "Analog" 3-pin groups 

still use the Arduino +5V which is better from an electrical noise perspective.  

 

 

                                 

 

 

 

 

 

                             Figure 5: Sensor Shield V4 Digital Analog Module Ser F6O2 

B. Detailed information about the AC current sensor adapter: 

 Jumper on: +5 V comes from the Arduino. It should be limited to about 300 MA 

Jumper off: +5 V (or other appropriate voltage) comes from an external supply connected 

to the blue terminal strip. External power ground must also be connected to the blue terminal. 

 Using an external supply allows more current than the Arduino or Mega can supply, 

such as current for control of many servos or relays, and other attached devices. Usually this 

is +5 V because most external devices require it. It is possible to use +6 V if ALL the 

attached devices are the same such as servos with that rating.  
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C. The function of the AC current sensor adapter in the project: 

 The basic function of the sensor support unit is to work on different channels to make 

each sensor works in a channel different from the other and thus facilitate the programming 

process. The sensor supports reduce the pressure next to the processor and the distribution of 

energy on all sensors added, so that there will be two of the current sensors. Each sensor will 

be connected to a different channel on the sensor support piece. 

D. AC current sensor adapter programming method: 

 The sensor support module programming depends on the channels when installed on 

the processor. The sensor support module can be programmed when installed on the 

processor. Physical programming where the processor and sensor support unit is a connected 

unit and programmed by the number of channels that will be installed on the sensor support 

unit. 

Sensor Controller 

A. General Information: 

 The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560 

(datasheet). It has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 14 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 

analog inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB 

connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains everything needed 

to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it 

with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Mega is compatible with most shields 

designed for the Arduino Duemilanove or Diecimila . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                               Figure 6: ATMEGA16U2 Board For Arduino Mega 2560 R3 
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B. Detailed information about the Sensor Controller: 

 The Arduino Mega can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power 

supply. The power source is selected automatically [5]. External (non-USB) power can come 

either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. The adapter can be connected by 

plugging a 2.1 mm center-positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads from a battery can 

be inserted in the Gnd and VIN pin headers of the POWER connector. The board can operate 

on an external supply of 6 to 20 V [2]. If supplied with less than 7 V, however, the 5 V pin 

may supply less than five V and the board may be unstable. If using more than 12 V, the 

voltage regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 to 12 V. 

The Mega2560 differs from all preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-

serial driver chip. Instead, it features the Atmega8U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial 

converter. The power pins are as follows: VIN. The input voltage to the Arduino board when 

it's using an external power source (as opposed to 5 V from the USB connection or other 

regulated power source). You can supply voltage through this pin, or [4], if supplying voltage 

via the power jack, access it through this pin [2]. 5 V. The regulated power supply used to 

power the microcontroller and other components on the board. This can come either from 

VIN via an on-board regulator, or be supplied by USB or another regulated 5 V supply 3 V.  

a 3.3 V supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current draw is 50 mA. GND. 

Ground pins. 

C. The function of the Sensor Controller in the project: 

  the hardware design of the sink node which can be responsible for transmission 

data or instructions between sensor nodes and data, wish mean sink node is applicable 

and reliable in monitoring environmental elements such as electric current at our houses, 

the function of sensor controller node "sink node" come in processing the data that are 

comes from the sensor node "AC current sensor”, and send the data to the server through 

the Ethernet shield.  
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D. Sensor Controller programming method: 

 

 The sensor controller will be programmed on three steps , as we know the function of 

hardware part is to read the current which means the AC current sensor will do the real thing 

put the controller will be the sensor controller, processing data,  this function will be done 

inside the sensor controller wish mean each value that came from the AC sensor node it will 

be processed before transfer it to the server, the last step is transfer the data from sensor 

controller to the server [1], so now we understand the programming method of sensor control 

which is :  

1- Read AC current control. 

2- Processing data "do some math calculated such us change A to V to W “. 

3-Transfer data to the server. 

Ethernet shield 

A. General Information: 

 The Arduino Ethernet is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328 

(datasheet). It has 14 digital input/output pins, 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a 

RJ45 connection, a power jack[4], an ICSP header, and a reset button. [2] 

The Ethernet differs from other boards in that it does not have an onboard USB-to-

serial driver chip, but has a Wiznet Ethernet interface. This is the same interface found on the 

Ethernet shield. An onboard microSD card reader, which can be used to store files for serving 

over the network, is accessible through the SD Library. Pin 10 is reserved for the Wiznet 

interface, SS for the SD card is on Pin 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        Figure 7: Arduino Ethernet Shield 2  
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B. Detailed information about the Ethernet shield: 

 

 The board can also be powered via an external power supply, an optional power over 

Ethernet (PoE) module, or by using a FTDI cable/USB Serial connector. External power can 

come either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery [5]. The adapter can be 

connected by plugging a 2.1 mm center-positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads from 

a battery can be inserted in the Gnd and VIN pin headers of the POWER connector. The 

board can operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 V. If supplied with less than 7 V, however, 

the 5 V pin may supply less than five V and the board may be unstable. [2] If using more than 

12 V, the voltage regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 

to 12 V. The power pins are as follows: 

 VIN. The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power 

source (as opposed to 5 V from the USB connection or other regulated power 

source). You can supply voltage through this pin, or, if supplying voltage via 

the power jack, access it through this pin.   

 5 V. the regulated power supply used to power the microcontroller and other 

components on the board. This can come either from VIN via an on-board 

regulator, or be supplied by USB or another regulated 5 V supply.   

 3V3. A 3.3 V supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current 

draw is 50 mA. 

 GND. Ground pins. 

 The Power over Ethernet (PoE) module is designed to extract power from a conventional 

twisted pair Category 5 Ethernet cable: 

 IEEE802.3af compliant  

 Low output ripple and noise (100 mVpp)  

 Input voltage range 36 V to 57 V   

 Overload and short-circuit protection  

 9 V Output 

 High efficiency DC/DC converter: type 75% @ 50% load 

 1500 V isolation (input to output) 
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C. The function of the Ethernet shield in the project: 

 

 The Ethernet shield works as a gateway node to transfer the data from the sensor 

controller to the server. It can be creating a web page and uploaded to the SD card that is used 

to store data inside the Ethernet shield. 

 We should now have the micro SD card with web page copied to it and inserted into 

the card slot on the Arduino Ethernet shield. The Ethernet shield should be plugged into a 

compatible Arduino and into an Ethernet cable connected to home network. The Arduino / 

Ethernet shield should be powered from a USB cable. 

 The Arduino, Arduino Ethernet shield and micro SD card are used to make a web 

server that hosts a web page on the SD card. When a browser requests a web page from the 

Arduino web server, the Arduino will fetch the web page from the SD card. 

D. Ethernet shield programming method: 

 The 6-pin serial programming header is compatible with the USB serial adapter and 

also with the FTDI USB cables or with spark fun and Ad fruit FTDI-style basic USB-to-serial 

breakout boards. It features support for automatic reset, allowing sketches to be uploaded 

without pressing the reset button on the board. When plugged into a USB to serial adapter, 

the Arduino Ethernet is powered from the adapter. 
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3.3.2 Product Subsystem2 

Software 

The software will be the part that provides the user everything about the electric data, the user 

will be using the project easy when the software part is implemented on the project. The 

software is two sections the home server and the user device. Each of them has a specific 

function to do. Both parts have different language program which will be used. The home 

serve will be programmed by the HTML and PHP and CSS. The other side which will be user 

device. 

Section1: Home server 

A. Arduino Ethernet Shield Web Server: 

  The Arduino web server pages allow access to the Arduino hardware – this allows 

hardware to be controlled (take the real time read of electric usage from the web page) and 

monitored (show all information and flow chart a full report of electric usage form web 

page). 

 The required task is to build a web server including all the technology such as HTTP, 

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, AJAX, etc. It starts with the very basics of hosting a simple web 

page on the Arduino and advances step-by-step from there. 

 The work start first from step one which is the hardware check. We need first to plug 

the Ethernet shield with the Arduino mega board and test the connection. Second, we should 

install the SD card inside the Ethernet shield and test it. 

B. Serving Up a Web Page from the Arduino: 

 The Arduino sketch will enable the Arduino with Ethernet shield to serve up a single 

web page that can be viewed in a web browser. We will write a code to create our web page 

and provide the code with all function that needs to make the web page work. 

C. Web Server function: 

 The function of the web server is provide the user with all information that is needed 

to monitor the electric usage. The server web page manages each function inside the system 

such as the limit of electric usage and the cost for each room. The main function also is to 

provide the user with interface that will be easy for the user to use. 
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 Processing data also is function of web server. It will be able to compare data and 

show the real time result. The web server can send a message to the user to inform her about 

the electric usage and the cost if there is a higher electric usage. 

 

     Section2: User device 

 The user device will be any device that can monitor the system on it, smart phone, 

laptop, tablet, Pc, all these devices are support the web page server each device will be use a 

same function and they will receive the same result that came from the web pager server. 

 

3.4 Implementation 

In this part we will explain how we will implement our project. We will use A/C current 

sensor, AC current adapter, Sensor Controller (Arduino mega), Ethernet shield, Voltage and 

Current sensor and server as showing in figures 8. As its show in the diagram where each 

hardware will be.  

We have the electrical panel which contain several circuit switch each switch control of 

some part of the home that use electric current, we will connect each switch with the sensor 

and will allow as to read the current that move in that wire that come out from the switch to a 

room, the AC current sensor will be install inside the electric panel and connect the sensor 

with the wire as shown in the figure below. 

                     

Figure 8 AC current sensor connect with electric panel wire. 
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The sensor will be connected to the adapter shield by wire, each AC current sensor has it won 

channel that provided by AC current sensor adapter as shown in the figure below. 

                             

Figure 9: AC sensor adapter connect with sensor node 

 

The Ac current sensor adapter shield will be connected to the sensor controller by small pins 

“male pins “come from the adapter shield connect to the female pins on the sensor controller 

node as shown in the figure below.  

 

                                               

Figurer 10: AC sensor adapter connect with sensor controller. 
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 The sensor controller node will be programmed to convert the analog value that came 

from sensor to digital, the sensor controller will be connect to the Ethernet shield by long 

wire or it can be connect by the small pin that are been on adapter shield as shown in the 

figure below [5]. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Sensor node connect with adapter and Ethernet 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Ethernet shield connect to the sensor node. 

 

 

The Ethernet shield will be connect to the sensor node as shown in the precise figure , 

at same time the Ethernet will be connect to the laptop or PC that are work as home server 

.The home server will include to part server and client the server is web server include the 

web control, receiving the data that are collect it to the webserver database , the database can 
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be design by mySQL and connect it to the webserver , the databases will have many thing 

such as cost of the electric usage , time of electric usage , number of room , the value of the 

current . 

 The user device “Client “it is a web page will be make it be the HTML and JQuree the 

client will be able to choose many option from the webpage such as select the limit of cost 

and time and for each room that connect to the system, there will be an application for the 

user using just to showing the electric usage on live time, and receiving the message when 

there is high electric usage. 

The hole part will be connected to each other and work as one system, in next figure we 

shown the full design of the system, from the first node to the last part wish is the client. 
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 4. System Testing and Analysis 

3.1  Subsystem 1:  

4.1.1 AC current sensor  

 

            We adding 3 resistors to 3 AC current sensor, we cut the AC current sensor header 

then us welded the resistor with the AC current sensor, then us welded the resistor to small 

steal pins. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14: AC current sensor with resistor circle. 
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4.1.2 Connect Arduino with AC current sensor  

 

We used a PCS board to build an AC current sensor circle. The PCS includes a 

resistor and capacity and AC current sensor to protect the Arduino board form the high 

current. 

 

 
 

Figure 15: AC current sensor with resistor after welding. 
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Figure 16: AC current sensor connect with Arduino. 
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4.1.3 Connect Ethernet with Arduino 

         To connect the Ethernet to Arduino, just plug the Ethernet shield to the Arduino female 

pins. After that, plug the male pins form all three sensors to the Ethernet shield. Then connect 

the 5 V form Ethernet shield to the positive line on the PCS board. Then connect the GND 

from the Ethernet shield to the negative line one the PCS . 

 
Figure 17: Connect Ethernet shield to Arduino. 

 

 
 

Figure 18: Full AC current sensor circle with Ethernet. 
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4.2 Subsystem 2: 

 

4.2.1 Connect Arduino with database 

 

       Database is one of the most important part inside SSEM system. All other sections in this 

project are connected directly to database, sensor node, webserver. The database is the key 

for all operation that occurs inside the system such as search energy history or register new 

user. The important thing is providing a live data from the database to SSEM system and use 

with monitoring purpose. 

      Database stores many things such as room power form each room, it is mean storing the 

value that comes from AC current sensor, which means three sensors with three value for 

three rooms including value data and time. Also on the database stores the “Sumiton” of each 

value. There are three values (“value”,”value2”,”value3”) Each of them assign to one 

Sumiton column (“value>sum”,”value2>sum2”,”value3>sum3”). 

      There are 3 more column called (“lim”,” lim2”,” lim3”) store energy limit that posted by 

user all this column set in one table called “sensor “, database storing new user data 

“username”,” full name “, “password”, “room”, these columns set in table called “member” 

this table use it by webserver to login and to register new user. 

      Database are including one database called “test” and “test include two table one celled 

“sensor” and the other table celled “member”, table “sensor” include 11 elements “ID”,” 

time”,”value”,”value2”,”value3”,” sum”,” sum2”,” sum3”,” lim”,” lim2”,” lim3”, then table 

“member” include five elements, “ID”,” username”, “full name”,” password”, “room”. 

      Database are connected the webserver using PHP each function has PHP file using to get 

and post and search from database, such as registration page need to PHP file to post the new 

user information to database with PHP file to get the new data and show it, even the gauges 

have PHP file to get live data from JSON file and JSON connect with PHP to get value from 

database. 

 

. 

4.2.2 Connect Database with Webserver 

 

          Webserver provide many services that are used by the user. Webserver provide energy 

monitoring services which enables the user to see the live power consumption. Webserver 

provides energy limit services that enable the user to set energy cost limit for each room 

inside. This this limit will note the user if there is high power consumption. 

 

        Webserver provides search history of energy and cost services for user and it enable the 

user to see the power consumption and choose the date and time for specific slot, and it 

enable the user to see the cost in the time slot. 

 

         Webserver provide adding new user and power cost estimated. The user is able to add a 

new user inside the LAN which enable to create new user name and password. At same time, 
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it is able to assign a room to one user. The user can estimate the power and calculate how 

much money will cost for each room or can calculate all rooms together. Webserver includes 

many pages and each page have one or more services that provided to the user. 

 

 

• Login page 

• Home page 

• Cost page 

• History energy page 

• Adding user page 

• Limit sitting page      

 

4.2.3 Login page 

       Login Page include username and password which enable the user to log into the SSEM 

system. This page uses PHP code and HTLM with CSS style. 

 

 
 

Figure 19: SSEM webpage Login. 

 

4.2.4 Home page 

     Home page includes the real time energy monitoring inside gauges. and it includes a list of 

option such as energy cost page, history energy page, adding new user page, energy cost 

page. Also, Home page includes the main history graphs for all units at home. 
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Figure 20: SSEM home page 

 

 

 

 
4.2.5 Cost page 

 Energy cost page include energy usage in kW and the cost for each unit at home. The 

cost page is a live page updated without clicking anything. 

 

 
 

Figure 21: Energy cost page 

 

4.2.6 History Energy Page 

     History page includes graphs that show the history of energy usage and the cost for each 

unit at home, and it enable the user to search by the date to find energy cost between range. 
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Figure 22: Energy history page 

 

 

 

 

4.2.7 Adding User Page 

      Admin is able to create new users inside SSEM system. The admin is able to create a new 

user that has access to enter the SSEM system any time from webpage as shown below. 

 

 
 

Figure 23: Addmin new user page 

 

4.2.8 Limit Setting Page      

   This page enables the user to select the limit of the cost. The user is able to set the cost for 

energy usage for each unit inside home. 
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Figure 24: Cost limit page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commands and tools and techniques being used during project 

implementation  

 
 AC current sensor. 

 Arduino mega. 

 Ethernet Shield. 

 Resistors. 

 Capacities. 

 Breadboard PCS. 

 HTML 

 CSS 

 PHP 

 JSON 

 JAVASCRIPT 

 JAVA 

 MySQL 

 XAMPP 
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1 AC current sensor code  
#include "EmonLib.h"                   

EnergyMonitor emon1;                    

EnergyMonitor emon12; 

EnergyMonitor emon13; 

void setup() 

{   

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  emon1.current(1, 111.1);              

  emon12.current(2, 111.1); 

  emon13.current(3, 111.1); 

} 

void loop() 

{ 

  double Irms = emon1.calcIrms(1480);   

  double Irms2 = emon12.calcIrms(1480); 

  double Irms3 = emon13.calcIrms(1480); 

  Serial.print("................\n"); 

  Serial.print("Room1 >> "); 

  Serial.println(String(Irms*220.0) + " Watt");         

  Serial.print("................\n"); 

  Serial.print("Room2 >> "); 

  Serial.println(String(Irms2*220.0) + " Watt");         

  Serial.print("................\n"); 

  Serial.print("Room3 >> "); 

  Serial.println(String(Irms3*220.0) + " Watt");        

} 

 

2 AC current sensor with Ethernet code 
  #include <SPI.h> 

#include <Ethernet.h> 

#include <Wire.h> 

#include "EmonLib.h"                   

String data; 

String tstr; 

float humidity = 0; 

float temperature = 0; 

byte  mac[] = { 0x00, 0xAA, 0xBB, 0xCC, 0xDE, 0x01 };      

byte  ip[] = { 192, 168, 1, 13};                           

byte  gateway[] = { 192, 168, 1, 5};                     

byte  subnet[] = { 255, 255, 255, 0 }; 

EthernetServer server(80);                          

EthernetClient client;//server port 

String readString; 

void setup() { 

  // cau hinh chan cac thiet bi can dieu khien 

  pinMode(6, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(7, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(8, OUTPUT); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 
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  dht.begin(); 

  delay(1000); 

  while (!Serial) { 

    ; 

  } 

  Ethernet.begin(mac, ip, gateway, subnet); 

  server.begin(); 

  Serial.print("server is at: "); 

  Serial.println(Ethernet.localIP()); 

} 

void loop() { 

  delay(2000); 

  float Irms1  = emon11.calcIrms(1480);     

   float Irms12  = emon12.calcIrms(1480);  

     float Irms13  = emon13.calcIrms(1480);  

 // xuat 2 gia tri ra serial de gui qua bluetooth  

  Serial.print("Room1: "); 

  Serial.println(Irms1); 

  Serial.print("Room2: "); 

  Serial.println(Irms12); 

   Serial.print("Room3: "); 

  Serial.println(Irms13); 

  // kien tra loi. 

  if (isnan(Irms1) || isnan(Irms2) || isnan(Irms3)) { 

    Serial.println("Failed to read from AC current sensor!"); 

    return; 

  } 

  sendIrms1(Irms1); 

  sendIrms2(Irms2); 

   sendIrms3(Irms3); 

  pinStatus(); 

  //parseGet(); 

  delay(8000); 

  if (client) { 

    while (client.connected()) { 

      if (client.available()) { 

        char c = client.read(); 

        tstr += c; 

        if (c == '\n') { 

          break; 

        } 

        Serial.println("Test successful"); 

      } 

    } 

    parseGet(tstr); 

    tstr = ""; 

    delay(1); 

  } 

  client.stop(); 

} 
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void sendIrms1(float Irms1) { 

  if (client.connect("192, 168, 1, 5", 80)) { 

    String request = "GET /arduino/mo/includes/write_temp.php?temp="; 

    request += String(Irms1); 

    request += " HTTP/1.0"; 

    client.println(request); 

    Serial.println("Gui temp thanh cong"); 

    client.println("Host: 192, 168, 1, 5");  

    client.println("Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded"); 

    client.print("Content-Length: "); 

    client.println(data.length()); 

    client.println(); 

    client.print(data); 

  } 

  if (client.connected()) { 

    client.stop();  

  } 

} 

void sendIrms12(float Irms2) { 

  if (client.connect("192, 168, 1, 5", 80)) {  

    String request = "GET /arduino/hum/includes/write_hum.php?humidity="; 

    request += String(Irms2); 

    request += " HTTP/1.0"; 

    client.println(request); 

    Serial.println("Gui do am thanh cong"); 

    // Serial.println(request); 

    client.println("Host: 192, 168, 1, 4");  

    client.println("Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded"); 

    client.print("Content-Length: "); 

    client.println(data.length()); 

    client.println(); 

    client.print(data); 

  } 

  if (client.connected()) { 

    client.stop();   

  } 

} 

void pinStatus() { 

  if (client.connect("192, 168, 1, 5", 80)) {  

    int pin_6 = 0; 

    int pin_7 = 0; 

    int pin_8 = 0; 

    if (digitalRead(6) == HIGH) 

      pin_6 = 1; 

    if (digitalRead(7) == HIGH) 

      pin_7 = 1; 

    if (digitalRead(8) == HIGH) 

      pin_8 = 1; 

    String request = "GET /arduino/pc/ajax/pin_status.php?pin_6=" + String(pin_6); 

    request += "&pin_7=" + String(pin_7); 
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    request += "&pin_8=" + String(pin_8); 

    request += " HTTP/1.0"; 

    client.println(request); 

    client.println("Host: 192, 168, 1, 5");  

    client.println("Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded"); 

    client.print("Content-Length: "); 

    client.println(data.length()); 

    client.println(); 

    client.print(data); 

  } 

  if (client.connected()) { 

    client.stop();   

  } 

} 
 

 

 

 

3 AC current sensor and MySql 
 

#include <SPI.h> 

#include <Ethernet.h> 

#include <sha1.h> 

#include <avr/pgmspace.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <MySQL_Connection.h> 

#include <MySQL_Cursor.h> 

#include <MySQL_Encrypt_Sha1.h> 

#include <MySQL_Packet.h> 

byte mac_addr[] = { 0xDE, 0xAD, 0xBE, 0xEF, 0xFE, 0xED }; 

IPAddress ip_addr(10,0,1,59); 

IPAddress server_addr(127,0,0,1);  

char user[] = "root"; 

char password[] = "Mohamm1d"; 

Connector my_conn;        // The Connector/Arduino reference 

const char INSERT_TEXT[] = "INSERT INTO iothing.Room1 VALUES ('Irsm1')"; 

const char INSERT_TEXT[] = "INSERT INTO iothing.Room2 VALUES ('Irsm2')"; 

const char INSERT_TEXT[] = "INSERT INTO iothing.Room3 VALUES ('Irsm3')"; 

void do_query(const char *q) { 

  column_names *c; 

  row_values *r;  

  if (!my_conn.cmd_query(q)) { 

    return; 

  } 

  c = my_conn.get_columns(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < c->num_fields; i++) { 

    Serial.print(c->fields[i]->name); 

    if (i < c->num_fields - 1) { 

      Serial.print(","); 
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    } 

  } 

  Serial.println(); 

  int num_cols = c->num_fields; 

  int rows = 0; 

  do { 

    r = my_conn.get_next_row(); 

    if (r) { 

      rows++; 

      for (int i = 0; i < num_cols; i++) { 

        Serial.print(r->values[i]); 

        if (i < num_cols - 1) { 

          Serial.print(", "); 

        } 

      } 

      Serial.println(); 

      my_conn.free_row_buffer(); 

    } 

  } while (r); 

  Serial.print(rows); 

  Serial.println(" rows in result."); 

  my_conn.free_columns_buffer(); 

} 

void setup() {   

  Ethernet.begin(mac_addr); 

  Serial.begin(115200); 

  while (!Serial) { 

    ;  

  } 

  delay(1000); 

  Serial.println("Connecting..."); 

  if (my_conn.mysql_connect(server_addr, 3306, user, password)) { 

    delay(1000); 

  } 

  else 

    Serial.println("Connection failed."); 

  my_conn.cmd_query(TEST_SELECT_QUERY); 

  my_conn.show_results(); 

  do_query(TEST_SELECT_QUERY); 

 

  long head_count = 0; 

  my_conn.cmd_query(QUERY_POP); 

  my_conn.get_columns(); 

  row_values *row = NULL; 

  do { 

    row = my_conn.get_next_row(); 

    if (row != NULL) { 

      head_count = atol(row->values[0]); 

    } 

  } while (row != NULL); 
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  my_conn.free_columns_buffer(); 

  my_conn.free_row_buffer();  

  Serial.print("NYC pop = "); 

  Serial.println(head_count); 

  my_conn.cmd_query(INSERT_TEXT); 

  do_query(HELLO_SQL); 

  // Inserting real time data into a table. 

  // Here we want to insert a row into a table but in this case we are 

  // simulating reading the data from a sensor or some other component. 

  // In this case, we 'simulate' reading Energy in SSEM. 

  float value_read = 26.9; 

  char query[64]; 

  char Energy[10]; 

  dtostrf(value_read, 1, 1, Energy);   

  sprintf(query, INSERT_DATA, Energy); 

  my_conn.cmd_query(query); 

  do_query(Energy); 

} 

void loop() {   

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 HTML 

 
   we use html to create webpages, and to partition the pages elements, 

header, title, style, body, script, each page has different code some page 

include php code and CSS code some page include php code with JavaScript 

code  as below. 

 

• Login page 
<?php include('server.php') ?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

 <title>SSEM login</title> 

 <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css"> 

</head> 

<style>body { background-color: LightGray;}</style> 

 <div class="header"> 

 <h2>Login</h2> 

 </div> 

 <form method="post" action="login.php"> 

 <?php include('errors.php'); ?> 

 <div class="input-group"> 

 <label>Username</label> 

  <input type="text" name="username" > 

  </div> 

  <div class="input-group"> 
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  <label>Password</label> 

  <input type="password" name="password"> 

  </div> 

  <div class="input-group"> 

    <center><P><a href="http://192.168.8.178/lastSSEM/ssem.php">login</a></P></center> 

  </div> 

  <p> 

 Not yet a member? <a href="http://192.168.8.148/lastSSEM/register.php">Sign up</a> 

 </p> 

  </form> 

</body> 

</html> 

 

• Home page 
<?php  

//index.php 

$connect = mysqli_connect("localhost", "root", "", "test"); 

$query = "SELECT * FROM sensor"; 

$result = mysqli_query($connect, $query); 

$chart_data = ''; 

$sum = 0; 

$sum2 = 0; 

$sum3 = 0; 

$k = 1000; 

$p = 0.18; 

while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) 

{ 

    if($row["value"]>=10 or $row["value2"]>=10 or $row["value3"]>=10 ){ 

        $sum += $row["value"]; 

        $sum2 += $row["value2"]; 

        $sum3 += $row["value3"]; 

$chart_data .= "{ time:'".$row["time"]."', value:".$row["value"].", 

value2:".$row["value2"].",value3:".$row["value3"]."}, "; 

    } 

} 

$chart_data = substr($chart_data, 0, -2); 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<head runat="server"> 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8"/> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/morris.js/0.5.1/morris.css"> 

<script src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.9.0/jquery.min.js"></script> 

<script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/raphael/2.1.0/raphael-min.js"></script> 

<script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/morris.js/0.5.1/morris.min.js"></script> 

 

        <title>SSEM</title> 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/2.2.0/jquery.min.js"></script>     

    <script type="text/javascript" src="https://www.gstatic.com/charts/loader.js"></script> 

    <script type="text/javascript"> 

      google.charts.load('current', {'packages':['gauge']}); 

      google.charts.setOnLoadCallback(drawChart); 

      function drawChart() { 

        var data = google.visualization.arrayToDataTable([ 

          ['Label', 'Value'], 

          ['Room1', 0], 

          ['Room2', 0], 

          ['Room3', 0] 

          

        ]); 
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        var options = { 

          width: 1000, height: 200, 

          redFrom: 90, redTo: 100, 

          yellowFrom:75, yellowTo: 90, 

          minorTicks: 5 

        }; 

        var chart = new google.visualization.Gauge(document.getElementById('Medidores')); 

        chart.draw(data, options); 

        setInterval(function() { 

            var JSON=$.ajax({ 

                url:"http://192.168.100.17/DatoSensores.php?q=1", 

                dataType: 'json', 

                async: false}).responseText; 

            var Respuesta=jQuery.parseJSON(JSON); 

          data.setValue(0, 1,Respuesta[0].value); 

          data.setValue(1, 1,Respuesta[0].value2); 

          data.setValue(2, 1,Respuesta[0].value3); 

          chart.draw(data, options); 

        } 

                    , 1000); 

      } 

</script> 

    </head> 

    <body > 

        <style> 

a:link, a:visited { 

    background-color: #000; 

    color: white; 

    padding: 14px 25px; 

    text-align: center; 

    text-decoration: none; 

    display: inline-block; 

} 

a:hover, a:active { 

    background-color: red; 

} 

h1 { 

    color: black; 

    font-family: verdana; 

    font-size: 100%; 

} 

h2 { 

    color: red; 

    font-family: verdana; 

    font-size: 100%; 

} 

</style> 

<style>body { background-color: LightGray;}</style> 

   <p style="text-align:center;"> SMART SENSORY ENERGY METERING </p>     

   <h3 style="border: 2px solid black;">  

  <center><p><a href="http://192.168.8.178/lastSSEM/pcc.php">Power consmption cost</a></p></center> 

  <center><P><a href="http://192.168.8.178/lastSSEM/pch.php">Power consmption 

history</a></P></center> 

  <center><P><a href="http://192.168.8.178/lastSSEM/register.php">Adding local user</a></P></center> 

  <center><P><a href="http://192.168.8.178/lastSSEM/asl.php">Alarm sitting</a></P></center> 

  <center><P><a href="http://192.168.8.178/lastSSEM/login.php">logout</a></P></center> 

  </h3> 

  <h4 style="border: 2px solid black;"> 

<div id="Medidores" ></div> 

</h4> 
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  <br /><br /> 

  <h3 align="center">Rooms Power consuption history</h3>  

  <h3 style="border: 2px solid black;"> 

  <div class="container" style="width:900px;"> 

   <br /><br /> 

   <h1 style="background-color:rgb(240, 240, 240)"> 

   <div id="chart"></div> 

 </h1> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Rooms Power Consumption: (".($sum+$sum2+$sum3).") WATT"; 

?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Rooms Energy Consumption: (".($sum+$sum2+$sum3)/$k. ") 

KW/HOUER"; ?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Rooms Cost Energy Consumption: (".($sum+$sum2+$sum3)/$k*$p. ") 

KW/SR"; ?></div></center> 

</div> 

    </h3>       

    </body> 

</html> 

<script>  

Morris.Bar({ 

 element : 'chart', 

 data:[<?php echo $chart_data; ?>], 

 xkey:'time', 

 ykeys:['value'], 

 ykeys:['value2'], 

 ykeys:['value3'], 

 labels:[<?php echo ($sum+$sum2+$sum3)/$k*$p; ?>], 

 hideHover:'auto', 

 stacked:true 

}); 

</script> 

• Cost page 
<?php  

//index.php 

$connect = mysqli_connect("localhost", "root", "", "test"); 

$query = "SELECT * FROM sensor"; 

$result = mysqli_query($connect, $query); 

$chart_data = ''; 

$sum = 0; 

$sum2 = 0; 

$sum3 = 0; 

$k = 1000; 

$p = 0.18; 

while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) 

{ 

        $sum += $row["value"]; 

         $sum2 += $row["value2"]; 

          $sum3 += $row["value3"]; 

          $id = $row["id"]; 

 $sql = mysqli_query($connect,"UPDATE  test.sensor SET sum=".$sum.",". "sum2=".$sum2.",". 

"sum3=".$sum3." WHERE id=".$id); 

} 

function test_input($data) { 

  $data = trim($data); 

  $data = stripslashes($data); 

  $data = htmlspecialchars($data); 

  return $data; 

} 

header("refresh: 3;") 

?> 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

 <head> 

  <title>PowerCost</title> 

</head> 

 <style> 

h1 { 

    color: black; 

    font-family: verdana; 

    font-size: 100%; 

} 

h2 { 

    color: red; 

    font-family: verdana; 

    font-size: 100%; 

} 

</style> 

 <style>body { background-color: LightGray;}</style> 

  <p style="text-align:center;"> POWER CONSMPTION COST </p> 

  <br /><br /> 

   <br /><br /> 

   <div id="chart"></div> 

   <h1 style="background-color:rgba(255, 99, 71, 0.5);"> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room1 watt Consumption: (".$sum. ") WATT"; ?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room1 kilowatt Consumption: (".$sum/$k. ") KW/HOUER"; 

?></div></center> 

     <h2 style="border: 2px solid black;"> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room1 price Power Consumption: (".$sum/$k*$p. ") KW/SR"; 

?></div></center> 

    </h2> 

   </h1> 

     <P>  </P> 

     <h1 style="background-color:rgba(255, 99, 71, 0.5)"> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room2 watt Consumption: (".$sum2. ") WATT"; ?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room2 kilowatt Consumption: (".$sum2/$k. ") KW/HOUER"; 

?></div></center> 

     <h2 style="border: 2px solid black;"> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room2 price Power Consumption: (".$sum2/$k*$p. ") KW/SR"; 

?></div></center> 

   </h2> 

   </h1> 

     <P>  </P> 

     <h1 style="background-color:rgba(255, 99, 71, 0.5)"> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room3 watt Consumption: (".$sum3. ") WATT"; ?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room3 kilowatt Consumption: (".$sum3/$k. ") KW/HOUER"; 

?></div></center> 

     <h2 style="border: 2px solid black;"> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room3 price Power Consumption: (".$sum3/$k*$p. ") KW/SR"; 

?></div></center> 

   </h2> 

   </h1> 

  </div> 

 </body> 

</html> 

<script> 

Morris.Bar({ 

 element : 'chart', 

 data:[<?php echo $chart_data; ?>], 

 xkey:'time', 

 ykeys:['value'], 
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 labels:['value'], 

 hideHover:'auto', 

 stacked:true 

}); 

</script> 

• History energy page 
<?php  

//index.php 

$connect = mysqli_connect("localhost", "root", "", "test"); 

$query = "SELECT * FROM sensor"; 

$result = mysqli_query($connect, $query); 

$chart_data = ''; 

$chart_data2 = ''; 

$chart_data3 = ''; 

$sum = 0; 

$sum2=0; 

$sum3=0; 

$k = 1000; 

$p = 0.18; 

while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) 

{ 

    if($row["value"]>=10 or $row["value2"]>=10 or $row["value3"]>=10 ){ 

        $sum  += $row["value"]; 

        $sum2 += $row["value2"]; 

        $sum3 += $row["value3"]; 

      $chart_data .= "{ time:'".$row["time"]."', value:".$row["value"]."}, "; 

    $chart_data2 .= "{ time:'".$row["time"]."', value2:".$row["value2"]."}, "; 

    $chart_data3 .= "{ time:'".$row["time"]."', value3:".$row["value3"]."}, "; 

} 

} 

$chart_data = substr($chart_data, 0, -2); 

$chart_data2 = substr($chart_data2, 0, -2); 

$chart_data3 = substr($chart_data3, 0, -2); 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

 <head> 

  <title>RoomShistory</title> 

  <link rel="stylesheet" href="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/morris.js/0.5.1/morris.css"> 

  <script src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.9.0/jquery.min.js"></script> 

  <script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/raphael/2.1.0/raphael-min.js"></script> 

  <script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/morris.js/0.5.1/morris.min.js"></script> 

 </head> 

 <style>body { background-color: LightGray;}</style> 

  <br /><br /> 

  <div class="container" style="width:900px;"> 

   <h2 align="center">SSEM</h2> 

   <h3 align="center">Room1 Power consuption history</h3>    

   <br /><br /> 

   <h3 style="background-color:rgb(240, 240, 240)"> 

   <div id="chart"></div> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room1 watt Consumption: (".$sum. ") WATT"; ?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room1 kilowatt Consumption: (".$sum/$k. ") KW/HOUER"; 

?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room1 price Power Consumption: (".$sum/$k*$p. ") KW/SR"; 

?></div></center> 

   </h3> 

   <h3 style="background-color:rgb(240, 240, 240)"> 

   <div id="chart2"></div> 

   <center> <div ><?php echo   "Room2 watt Consumption: (".$sum2. ") WATT"; ?></div></center> 
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     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room2 kilowatt Consumption: (".$sum2/$k. ") KW/HOUER"; 

?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room2 price Power Consumption: (".$sum2/$k*$p. ") KW/SR"; 

?></div></center> 

   </h3> 

   <h3 style="background-color:rgb(240, 240, 240)"> 

   <div id="chart3"></div> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room3 watt Consumption: (".$sum3. ") WATT"; ?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room3 kilowatt Consumption: (".$sum3/$k. ") KW/HOUER"; 

?></div></center> 

     <center> <div ><?php echo "Room3 price Power Consumption: (".$sum3/$k*$p. ") KW/SR"; 

?></div></center> 

   </h3>  

  </div> 

 </body> 

</html> 

<script> 

Morris.Bar({ 

 element : 'chart', 

 data:[<?php echo $chart_data; ?>], 

 xkey:'time', 

 ykeys:['value'], 

 labels:[<?php echo $sum/$k*$p; ?>], 

 hideHover:'auto', 

 stacked:true 

}); 

Morris.Bar({ 

 element : 'chart2', 

 data:[<?php echo $chart_data2; ?>], 

 xkey:'time', 

 ykeys:['value2'], 

 labels:[<?php echo $sum2/$k*$p; ?>], 

 hideHover:'auto', 

 stacked:true 

}); 

Morris.Bar({ 

 element : 'chart3', 

 data:[<?php echo $chart_data3; ?>], 

 xkey:'time', 

 ykeys:['value3'], 

 labels:[<?php echo $sum3/$k*$p; ?>], 

 hideHover:'auto', 

 stacked:true 

}); 

</script> 

• Adding user page 
<?php include('server.php') ?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

  <title>SSEM Registration</title> 

  <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css"> 

</head> 

<style>body { background-color: LightGray;}</style> 

  <div class="header"> 

   <h2>Register</h2> 

  </div> 

  <form method="post" action="register.php"> 

   <?php include('errors.php'); ?> 

   <div class="input-group"> 
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     <label>Username</label> 

     <input type="text" name="username" value="<?php echo $username; ?>"> 

   </div> 

   <div class="input-group"> 

     <label>room</label> 

     <input type="room" name="room" value="<?php echo $room; ?>"> 

   </div> 

   <div class="input-group"> 

     <label>Password</label> 

     <input type="password" name="password_1"> 

   </div> 

   <div class="input-group"> 

     <label>Confirm password</label> 

     <input type="password" name="password_2"> 

   </div> 

   <div class="input-group"> 

     <button type="submit" class="btn" name="reg_user">Register</button> 

   </div> 

   <p> 

   Already a member? <a href="http://192.168.8.148/lastSSEM/login.php">Sign in</a> 

   </p> 

  </form> 

</body> 

</html> 

• Limit sitting page 
<?php  

//index.php 

$connect = mysqli_connect("localhost", "root", "", "test"); 

$query = "SELECT * FROM sensor"; 

$result = mysqli_query($connect, $query); 

$chart_data = ''; 

$sum = 0; 

$sum2 = 0; 

$sum3 = 0; 

$k = 1000; 

$p = 0.18; 

$nameErr = ""; 

$name = "";     

$nameErr2 = ""; 

$name2 =  ""; 

$nameErr3 = ""; 

$name3 =  ""; 

while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)) 

{ 

        $sum += $row["value"]; 

         $sum2 += $row["value2"]; 

          $sum3 += $row["value3"]; 

          $id = $row["id"]; 

          echo $name; 

          $sql = mysqli_query($connect,"UPDATE  test.sensor SET sum=".$sum.",". "sum2=".$sum2.",". 

"sum3=".$sum3.",". "lim=".$_POST["name"].",". "lim2=".$_POST["name2"].",". 

"lim3=".$_POST["name3"]." WHERE id=".$id) 

} 

$chart_data = substr($chart_data, 0, -2); 

//header("refresh: 3;") 

// define variables and set to empty values 

// define variables and set to empty values 

if ($_SERVER["REQUEST_METHOD"] == "POST") { 

  if (empty($_POST["name"])) { 

    $nameErr = "Name is required"; 
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  } else { 

    $name = test_input($_POST["name"]); 

    // check if name only contains letters and whitespace 

  } 

  

if (empty($_POST["name2"])) { 

    $nameErr2 = "Name is required"; 

  } else { 

    $name2 = test_input($_POST["name2"]); 

    // check if name only contains letters and whitespace 

  } 

 

  if (empty($_POST["name3"])) { 

    $nameErr3 = "Name is required"; 

  } else { 

    $name3 = test_input($_POST["name3"]); 

    // check if name only contains letters and whitespace 

  } 

 

} 

 

function test_input($data) { 

  $data = trim($data); 

  $data = stripslashes($data); 

  $data = htmlspecialchars($data); 

  return $data; 

} 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang="en"> 

<head> 

<title>Alarm Setting</title> 

<script src="raphael-2.1.4.min.js"></script> 

     <script src="justgage.js"></script> 

<meta charset="utf-8"> 

 <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" /> 

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1"> 

<style> 

.error {color: #FF0000;} 

</style> 

<style> 

* { 

    box-sizing: border-box; 

} 

 

body { 

    font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

} 

/* Style the header */ 

header { 

    background-color: #666; 

    padding: 30px; 

    text-align: center; 

    font-size: 35px; 

    color: white; 

} 

/* Create two columns/boxes that floats next to each other */ 

nav { 

    float: left; 

    width: 30%; 
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    height: 300px; /* only for demonstration, should be removed */ 

    background: #ccc; 

    padding: 20px; 

} 

/* Style the list inside the menu */ 

nav ul { 

    list-style-type: none; 

    padding: 0; 

} 

article { 

    float: left; 

    padding: 20px; 

    width: 70%; 

    background-color: #f1f1f1; 

    height: 300px; /* only for demonstration, should be removed */ 

} 

/* Clear floats after the columns */ 

section:after { 

    content: ""; 

    display: table; 

    clear: both; 

} 

/* Style the footer */ 

footer { 

    background-color: #777; 

    padding: 10px; 

    text-align: center; 

    color: white; 

} 

/* Responsive layout - makes the two columns/boxes stack on top of each other instead of next to each 

other, on small screens */ 

@media (max-width: 600px) { 

    nav, article { 

        width: 100%; 

        height: auto; 

    } 

} 

body { 

        text-align: center; 

    } 

    #g1, 

    #g2, 

    #g3 { 

        width: 200px; 

        height: 160px; 

        display: inline-block; 

        margin: 1em; 

    } 

    p { 

        display: block; 

        width: 450px; 

        margin: 2em auto; 

        text-align: left; 

    } 

</style> 

</head> 

<style>body { background-color: LightGray;}</style> 

<header> 

  <h2>ALARM SETTING</h2> 

</header> 
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<section> 

  <nav> 

    <ul> 

      <li><a href="http://192.168.8.148/lastSSEM/ssem.php">Home</a></li> 

    </ul> 

  </nav> 

  <article> 

    <h1>ALARM GAUGES</h1> 

    <div id="g1" class="200x160px"></div> 

    <div id="g2" class="200x160px"></div> 

    <div id="g3" class="200x160px"></div> 

  </article> 

</section> 

<footer> 

<form method="post" action="<?php echo htmlspecialchars($_SERVER["PHP_SELF"]);?>">   

  Room1 limit: <input type="text" name="name" value="<?php echo  $name;?>"> 

  Room2 limit: <input type="text" name="name2" value="<?php echo $name2;?>"> 

  Room3 limit: <input type="text" name="name3" value="<?php echo $name3;?>"> 

 <br><br> 

  <input type="submit" name="submit" value="Update">  

</form> 

</footer> 

<script> 

  var g1 = new JustGage({ 

    id: "g1", 

    value:[<?php echo $sum; ?>], 

    min: 0, 

    max: [<?php echo $name; ?>], 

    title: "Room1" 

  }); 

   var g2 = new JustGage({ 

    id: "g2", 

    value:[<?php echo $sum2; ?>], 

    min: 0, 

    max: [<?php echo $name2; ?>], 

    title: "Room2" 

  }); 

    var g3 = new JustGage({ 

    id: "g3", 

    value:[<?php echo $sum3; ?>], 

    min: 0, 

    max: [<?php echo $name3; ?>], 

    title: "Room3" 

  }); 

</script> 

</body> 

                   </html>    
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5 CSS 
      CSS is used to design the webpage and style the HTML elements. Each HTML file in 

SSEM system includes CSS code as shown in HTML code. 

 

6 PHP 
         PHP is used at server side on webserver, providing the queries such as INSERT, 

UPDATE, SEARCH, and it is used to connect the webserver with server database and GET 

the value that is needed to show on webpage, or POST the clients information from the 

webpage to server database. 
 

7 JSON 
        We are using JSON to receive live data from server data base and provide it to the PHP 

on webpage, to let the gauge work with Live -time data we should to create a JSON code that 

handle the new data which stores on server data base as shown in HTML code. 
 

8 JAVASCRIPT 
       We are using JavaScript to let the data update on webpage, and to do some math 

operation. Also JavaScript is used to make the event when we click on bottom or to do some 

event with page as shown in HTML code.  

 

9 JAVA 
      we are using java to create the pages on web, and to provide the app with bottom events. 

Also, the gauges on web are created by java code, login page, units page, charts and gauge. 

 

 Activity for each room (show the gauge). 
 

final ArrayList<Float> speeds = new ArrayList(); 

 

for (String s : heroes){ 

    speeds.add(Float.parseFloat(s)); 

} 

final TubeSpeedometer tubeSpeedometer = findViewById(R.id.tubeSpeedometer); 

// change MAX speed to 320 

tubeSpeedometer.setMaxSpeed(200); 

tubeSpeedometer.setSpeedometerBackColor(Color.WHITE); 

// set or remove 3D Effects. 

tubeSpeedometer.setWithEffects3D(true); 

tubeSpeedometer.setOnSpeedChangeListener(new OnSpeedChangeListener() { 

    @Override public void onSpeedChange(Gauge gauge, boolean isSpeedUp, boolean isByTremble) 

{ 

        int speed = gauge.getCurrentIntSpeed(); 

        Log.e("Speedometer Listener", speed + ""); 

        System.out.println(speeds.size()); 

        if (speeds.size() != 1 && speed == speeds.get(0)) { 

            speeds.remove(0); 

            tubeSpeedometer.speedTo(speeds.get(0),500); 

        } 

    } 

}); 

tubeSpeedometer.speedTo(speeds.get(0),500); 
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 JSON reader 

 
private final Runnable m_Runnable = new Runnable() 

{ 

    public void run() 

 

    { 

        getJSON("http://192.168.8.175/getvalue.php"); 

        GauteActivity1.this.mHandler.postDelayed(m_Runnable,1500); 

    } 

}; 

private void getJSON(final String urlWebService) { 

    class  GetJSON extends AsyncTask<Void, Void, String> { 

 

        protected void onPreExecute() { 

            super.onPreExecute(); 

        } 

 

        @Override 

        protected void onPostExecute(String s) { 

            super.onPostExecute(s); 

            try { 

                loadIntoListView(s); 

            } catch (JSONException e) { 

                e.printStackTrace(); 

            } 

        } 

 

        @Override 

        protected String doInBackground(Void... voids) { 

            try { 

                URL url = new URL(urlWebService); 

                HttpURLConnection con = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection(); 

                StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 

                BufferedReader bufferedReader = new BufferedReader(new 

InputStreamReader(con.getInputStream())); 

                String json; 

                while ((json = bufferedReader.readLine()) != null) { 

                    sb.append(json).append("\n"); 

                } 

                return sb.toString().trim(); 

            } catch (Exception e) { 

                return null; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    GetJSON getJSON = new GetJSON(); 

    getJSON.execute(); 

} 

private void loadIntoListView(String json) throws JSONException { 

    JSONArray jsonArray = new JSONArray(json); 

    String[] heroes = new String[jsonArray.length()]; 

    for (int i = 0; i < jsonArray.length(); i++) { 

        JSONObject obj = jsonArray.getJSONObject(i); 
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        heroes[i] = obj.getString("name"); 

    } 

 

 

10 MySQL 

 
      We are using MySQL phpMyAdmin to create data base with table, such as sensor table to 

store the sensor value and user table to store user’s information. Each table has different code 

as below. 

 

 
 

Figure 25: MySQL database 

 

 
11 XAMPP 

 
      XAMPP provides us local server to run the webserver locally without external services. 

We are using XAMPP to run the webserver on local area network such as below. 

 

 
 

Figure 26: XAMPP control 
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4.3 Overall Results, Analysis and Discussion 

 Reading the current from 3 AC current sensors. 

 Store data from Arduino to MySQL. 

 Send data form database to web server. 

 User able to see real time data. 

 User able to see the history of energy usage. 

 User able to lemmatize the energy cost. 

 User able to create new users inside SSEM system. 

 User will receive notification when there is high energy usage. 

 

 

4.3.1 Reading the current from 3 AC current sensors. 
 

        The outcome from the AC current sensor is the current value that takes it from the hot 

wire 220 V or 110 V from the electric panel. This value is taken every second. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 27: AC current sensor serial port output. 
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4.3.2 Store Data from Arduino to MySQL. 

 
     Storing the value that come from AC current sensor to MySQL. Using phpMyAdmin so 

there is one database called iothing inside the iothing database 3 table (Room1, Room2, 

Roo3). Inside each table 2 column one for Data one for Data Date. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 28: PHPmyadmin iothing database. 

 

 

4.3.3 Send Data from Database to Web Server 

The data that store into MySQL data base will send it to the webserver by PHP and 

JSON to show real time data as shown below. 

 

 
 

Figure 29: PHP code GET form database 
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4.3.4 User Able to See Real time data 

     The user is able to see the real time power consumption inside live gauges that uploaded 

into home page, and the user is able to see the real time energy cost for each unit inside home 

as shown below. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 30: Live power consumption gauges 

 

 

 
 

Figure 31: Live energy cost meter 
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4.3.5 User Able to See the History of Energy Usage 

The user is able to search the energy cost history by day or date, and it displays the history 

inside graphs as shown below. 

 

 

Figure 32: Energy history graph 

 
 

4.3.6 User Able to Lemmatize the Energy Cost 

       The user is able to set the cost for energy usage for each unit inside the home, limit of 

energy depending on cost limit as shown below. 

 

 
 

Figure 33: setting cost limit page 
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4.3.7 AC current Sensor Adapter 

 
           We free a problem with AC current sensor adapter which is Ethernet shield not 

able to plug the male pins from Ethernet shield to AC current sensor adapter because 

there is no female pin on AC current sensor adapter even if we change the direction. 

 
            If we plug the AC current sensor adapter male pins to the Ethernet shield 

female pins we will face an issue with some pins from AC current sensor adapter not 

plug inside the Ethernet shield female pins because the RJ45 port in Ethernet shield 

touch the bottom of AC current sensor adapter shield. 

 
            We use PCS board and we build our channel for three AC current sensor. We 

insert six resistors and three capacities to protect the Arduino mega from high current 

and to balance the voltage with the current to get accurate value and we connect the 

AC current sensor with the PCS board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35: AC current sensor PCS board circuit. 
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4.3.8 Web Server 

 
     Using LAN to lunch local serve needs many thing, local host change it to LAN host, so we 

change the home serve which is PC to LAN host. We change the local IP: 127.0.0.1 to the IP 

that is assigned from the router with is 192.168.0.101 and we let the IP to be static even if the 

router turns off the IP will still   192.168.0.101, we faced an issue with DNS that is link 

SSEM.com with the IP 192.168.0.101. 

     DNS issue is defined on the router type. There are many routers done not have advance 

DNS sitting, that make us to buy a router from HUAWEI which has advance DNS setting. 

      To set the DNS and use it by local user, which is where any user connects to the router 

and write on URL SSEM.com, the router will rout the user to LAN host wish 192.168.0.101, 

and will route the user to login page on the webserver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 36: DNS advance sitting from HUAWEI router. 
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5. Project Management 

 Project Plan 

 
Figure 37: Project plan. 

 

Contribution of Team Members 

Task Belal Fahad Jaber Task Total 

Search & acquire 

components 

30% 40% 30% 100% 

Design Subsystems 35% 35% 30% 100% 

Test Subsystems 30% 30% 40% 100% 

Write Reports & 

Presentations 

35% 35% 30% 100% 

 

Figure 38: Contribution of team members. 
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5.3 Project Execution Monitoring 

Our team had meetings with the advisor to propose the ideas and discuss the progress 

and all the decisions must be approved by the advisor. Also, the team meetings were every 

week other meetings and implementation. The team tested the first circuit and recorded all 

the readings then connected another load and recorded the readings and analyzed the 

readings.  

5.4 Challenges and Decision Making 

The challenge was with the timing of the team meetings as most of the group were 

having work during day time. We have overcome this problem by assigning tasks to each to 

save the time and reduced the duration of the team meetings. Another problem was in the 

feedback reading for the AC sensor we couldn’t got the correct reading. We spent more time 

to fix that issue. We made new AC adapter then we got good readings. All our decisions were 

made through researches. All decisions were approved by the advisor. 

5.5 Project Bill of Materials and Budget 

Figure 39: Project bill of materials and budget. 

 

 

Item Quantity Unit Cost (SR) Subtotal

AC current sensor 3 60 180

AC current sensor adapter 1 120 120

Sensor controller 1 75 75

Ethernet shield 1 35 35

Home server 1 350 350

Wires 2 12 24

Modem 1 200 200

Prototype 1 200 200

Voltage and Current sensor 1 60 60

Total 1244
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6. Project Analysis 

6.1 Life-long Learning 

            Before we started the project, we searched from the Internet for people who did this 

work previously, but we did not find that we were more enthusiastic about the reading and 

searching for it and we found many things that helped us to work the project. 

 

6.2 Impact of Engineering Solutions 

The cost of the electricity is increasing each year, People need to know how to 

economize and save their money by reducing the usage of the electricity but as we a human 

we cannot just turn off the electricity all the day or even half the day. So in this project, the 

user will know how much households use the electricity at home the user will be able to 

know how much he spends of electric for each room, in this way the person can know which 

room cost the highest and how can we minimize the cost. It is in the morning the cost will be 

the same as in the evening, or if he used 1000 w the other 1000 w will be the same cost or 

higher or maybe even less, also winch day of the month did cost him the highest by 

giving him a graphs that show the user the information details for each day in a month or 

which week costs him highest in a month. 

6.3 Contemporary Issues Addressed 

1. Electricity prices in Saudi Arabia: The cost of the electricity bill in the past few years 

increased. 

2. There is not enough information in electricity bill: It is hard for the consumers to 

understand the granularity of usage with details.  
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6.4   Database analysis  
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7. Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

In conclusion, we learned many things that’s we didn’t know about how to program 

and makes connection between the computer and the wired cables and also we gain the 

ability of many things below:  

 The ability to know the cost for each room that use electric current. 

 The ability to know details information about higher electric usage for each 

room. 

 The ability to choose the right time to use the machine that need higher 

electric current. It is help to reduce the cost of electric. 

 The user will be receiving advice massage from the server if there is higher 

usage of electric at the home or company. 

Working on this project allowed us to have a deeper look on the different methods of 

designing and creating sensor devices. 

 

 

7.2 Future Recommendations 

Working on project like this need more time and more process to convert form project to 

product and use it as business staff, next level of the SSEM system include: 

 Upload the system on cloud server. 

 Create a Domain for SSEM using by anyone who has the system inside his there 

home. 

 Enable the user to by the system and register his information on our cloud server. 

 Enable the user to monitor his home energy form anywhere, anytime, anyway. 
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